Abstract. The main goal of this research was to investigate means of intelligent support for retrieval of web documents. We have proposed the architecture of the web tool system -Trillian, which discovers the interests of users without their interaction and uses them for autonomous searching of related web content. Discovered pages are suggested to the user. The discovery of user interests is based on analysis of documents that users had visited in the past. We have shown that clustering is a feasible technique for extraction of interests from web documents. We consider the proposed architecture to be quite promising and suitable for future extensions.
Introduction
The World Wide Web (web) has become the biggest source of information for many people. However, many surveys among web users show that one of the biggest problems for them is to find the information they are looking for.
The goal of our work is to design a system capable of discovering user's topics of interest, his or her (we shall use the masculine form for short in the rest of the paper) on-line behaviour, and his browsing patterns, and to use this information to assist him while he is searching for information on the web.
Web tools can be classified in many ways. Cheung, Kao, and Lee have proposed one such classification in [2] . They classify web tools in 5 levels (0-4), from a regular browser to an intelligent web tool (assistant). A level 4 web tool is expected to be capable of learning the behaviour of users and information sources. We focus our effort on the most advanced kind (level 4) web tool.
Our vision of what our intelligent web tool will be able to do can be described by following scenario:
The intelligent web tool observes the user's on-line behaviour, his browsing patterns and favourite places. The web tool works as a personal agent and gathers the data needed to identify the user's interests. By analysing the visited documents, their order, structure and any other attributes, it discovers the user's domains of concern. Web tool can locally store documents visited by the user. This yields some useful advantages such as a full text search over visited content, easier information sources behaviour analysis and in a multi-user environment even a basis for advanced custom caching functionality [14] or collaborative browsing [4, 13] . When the user's topics of interest are acquired, the tool starts looking for relevant information on web autonomously. When it finds relevant documents, they can be presented to the user in a form of suggestion and he is able to evaluate the quality of them either by implicit or explicit relevance feedback. This feedback can be thought of as a contribution to the tool's total knowledge of the user's profile. Moreover, the tool has to be able to identify the information sources behaviour. The system has to discover regular changes of an information source so that it could inform the user more precisely about content change or even download whole content in advance.
To discover the user's interests on the web, his movements and behaviour have to be monitored so that the knowledge about his profile can be acquired. Software entities called agents can be used to achieve such a functionality.
Motivation of this research is to design and evaluate system or architecture able to assist the users in information retrieval and make web experience convenient for them. We want to design a complex web tool, its architecture and implement some of the designed modules as prototypes to evaluate usefulness of system and discover related tasks and problems.
Design
In this part we want to focus on the design of the web tool. We shall introduce the architecture of our web tool system, which we shall call by the code-name Trillian.
The proposed multi user architecture of the Trillian system is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of six main modules. The user connects to web pages using his standard web browser. User tracking module records his movement and content of the web pages he visits. User profile discovery module is responsible for profile analysis and identification of user's information needs. Search agents search for data relevant to the user's preferences and update the document database. Information sources behaviour monitor's main goal is to identify how the most popular web pages change over time, which is very important for the pre-caching mechanism. The user services module is an interface between the user and the system. The Web Browser. It is a standard software tool for accessing web pages on the internet. The web browser accesses the Internet via a proxy server. The architecture is independent from the version or type of the browser. It is responsible for: navigation through web pages, graphical user interface to Trillian user, web browser extension (optional), client events. Personal Browsing Assistant. This module is the only part of a web tool system, with which the user co-operates. When new pages relevant to the user's interests are discovered, the browsing assistant displays them to the user. It is responsible for: a user interface for full text search over visited documents, relevance feedback, personal caching control and monitoring control. Web Proxy. In the proposed architecture, web proxy is a common connection point where core system components and functions reside. All HTTP traffic passes through the web proxy and this enables access to the content of the web pages that the user visits. While from a purely technical point of view, assuming that users access the internet via an internet service provider, the proxy can be either located at the ISP or on user's computer, the choice can make a lot of difference from legal point of view. In particular, there are many privacy issues that may need to be addressed. User Tracking Module. The purpose of this module is to track the user's browsing and behaviour in web space. It can reside anywhere along the HTTP stream. In our architecture the module is placed on the proxy server and therefore can access the user's HTTP responses to record the pages he visited and their content. The module records all information necessary to gain important knowledge about the user's online profile. It can be used in conditions where the usage of the proxy server is not possible. It is responsible for: recording of visited pages and storing them locally in the Trillian document database, recording of clickstream data. User Profile Discovery. This module represents probably the most important and difficult part of the whole Trillian architecture. Its main objective is to discover the user's topics of interest. This is done by an analysis of web access logs (clickstream data) and the content of visited web pages. The analysis has to be exhaustive to achieve reasonable results and therefore it has to be executed only in the post processing phase. In our work we have tried to perform some analysis "on the fly", but speed performance was reduced significantly.
The profile discovery process employs several miscellaneous algorithms to reach the desired goal. Methods such as cluster analysis, document cleanup, HTML analysis, browse path construction and others are used.
The module is responsible for: Clickstream analysis. The module has to analyse clickstream data to identify information-rich documents among all the received pages. Discover Clusters of User's Interests. This process is the core part of the whole Trillian system. It is very important to produce meaningful and correct clusters, which best describe user's profile and interests. The module should analyse visited web pages and identify clusters of similar documents, words or phrases within them. Use Relevance Feedback from Users. During the analysis of visited documents, we can use relevance feedback provided by users from results of the previous analysis. Overall knowledge of the user's interests can be improved in this way. E.g. we can consider clusters, words, phrases or even whole documents as negative examples, which means, during the subsequent analysis we will not identify similar content as important for the user.
One important issue is a possibility that a user changes his interests. Indeed, most of research, including our one, does not sufficiently address this problem. It is clear that when user interests change new clusters have to be formed and some existing ones may have to be deleted. Search Agents Module. This part of the system performs an autonomous prefetching of documents from the web space or web exploration. The module uses a softbot-based mechanism to retrieve documents from the web. It uses information obtained using profile discovery to search for pages relevant to the user's needs. Information Sources Behaviour Monitor. The web space and its dynamic behaviour cause frequent changes of many documents. The frequency of changes in web content is variable and depends on the particular web site. It varies from several years to several seconds (e.g. stock news). It is responsible for: discovery of page update patterns, pre-fetch pages in advance.
The task of discovery of page update patterns is by far not trivial. Among the approaches that can be followed here, let us mention at least temporal web mining. User Services Module. The user services module transforms manipulated and analysed data into a form suitable for the user. It allows the user to provide content relevance feedback and feedback for monitoring and search agents. It is the interface to the core system parts through which the user gets data or controls processes, sets the parameters or explicitly describes his preferences. It is responsible for: full text search, attribute search and feedback mechanism. Central Database. The central database stores all the data required for successful analysis and monitoring of the user and web pages. The system uses a repository architecture template. All the core modules work with the data from the central database and update its contents.
User Tracking. The goal of the user tracking module is to record user's movement and contents of the documents the user visits. As our empirical experiments show, the main requirements for this module are speed and robustness.
Here the underlying assumption is that it is quite easy to identify each distinct user from the log of the proxy server. It should be noted, however, that the IP addresses in the log may not be entirely adequate to distinguish individual users [5] .
Suffix Tree Clustering (STC)
The goal is to discover main document clusters using the analysis of visited documents (their contents) and an analysis of clickstream data. To discover interests of the user we need to perform a complicated analysis composed of several steps. The main step in the analysis process is called clustering.
The clustering is used to extract groups (clusters) of words (terms) or phrases, which tend to be of similar meaning. We want to accomplish the following: to extract all textual information from the documents and -analysing their contents -to form groups of similar documents or topics. Similar documents are those, which have something in common (e.g. share a common phrase or topic). This is based on the clustering hypothesis, which states that the documents having a similar content are also relevant to the same query [11] . The query in our case has the meaning of an information need of the user.
In the Trillian system, we have chosen to use a variant of a clustering method first introduced by [15] called the suffix tree clustering. The STC is used in the postretrieval step of the information retrieval.
A suffix tree of strings is composed of suffixes of those strings. This formulation assumes only existence of one input sequence of strings. In our case we want to distinguish among string sequences from different documents. Therefore for this purpose there is a slightly modified structure called a generalised suffix tree, which is built as a compact trie of all the words (strings) in a document set. Leaf nodes in this situation are marked not only with an identifier of sequence but also carry information about the document from where the sequence originates.
There are several possible ways of building a suffix tree. We employ a version of Ukonnen's algorithm because it uses suffix links for fast traversal of the tree [12] .
STC Process
The STC is composed of 3 main steps: document cleanup, maximal phrase clusters identification and cluster merging. Document Cleanup. Documents have to be preprocessed first before their contents are inserted into the suffix tree. The HTML documents contain a lot of irrelevant tagging information, which has to be removed first. Maximal Phrase Clusters Identification. For efficiency of using the suffix tree structure, maximal phrase clusters should be identified. By maximal phrase cluster we mean a phrase, which is shared by at least two documents. These maximal phrase clusters are represented in the suffix tree by those internal nodes, leaves of which originate from at least two documents (the phrase is shared by these documents).
Afterwards, a score is calculated for each maximal phrase cluster (MPC). The score of the MPC is calculated using following formula:
where |m| is the number of documents in a phrase cluster m, w i are the words in a maximal phrase cluster and tfidf(w i ) is the score calculated for each word in the MPC. |m p | is the number of non-stop words within the cluster. Function f penalises short word phrases; it is linear for phrases up to 6 words long and is constant for longer phrases. At this stage we can also apply scores of each word calculated by their position in the HTML document (e.g. in <H1> tag or <B>). A final score of each term can be obtained by multiplying its tfidf score and its HTML position score. TFIDF. Term frequency inverse document frequency is a calculation, which evaluates the importance of a single word using an assumption that a very frequent word in the whole document collection has a lower importance than the one appearing less frequently among the documents.
After the weighting of all maximal phrase clusters we select only the top x scoring ones and consider them for the following step. This selection prevents the next step from being influenced by a low scoring, and thus presumably less informative phrase clusters [16] . Cluster Merging. We need to identify those groups, which share the same phrase. By calculating binary similarity measure between each pair of maximal phrase clusters, we can create a graph where similar MPC's are connected by edges. Similarity between clusters is calculated using assumption that if phrase clusters share significant number of documents they tend to be similar.
Each cluster can now be seen as one node in a cluster merge graph. The connected components in this graph now represent the final output of the STC algorithm -the merged clusters. Afterwards, the merged clusters are sorted by score, which is calculated as the sum of all scores of the maximal phrase clusters inside the merged cluster.
Finally, we report only top 10 merged clusters with the highest score. After all 3 steps of the STC algorithm each merged cluster can contain phrases, which are still too long. In this case, we have to proceed with the next step, which is a selection of cluster representatives.
Cluster representatives can be selected using various techniques: -Term TFIDF score. TFIDF score is calculated for every word inside a merged cluster. Words appearing with low frequency among maximal phrase clusters, but with high frequency inside maximal phrase cluster are considered as best representatives of a merged cluster. -Merged cluster clustering. We can apply the same clustering mechanism for maximal phrase clusters as we used for the clustering of documents. This technique can identify the maximal phrase clusters within a merged cluster. This allows us to select common phrases inside a merged cluster. The result of this technique will have a higher quality than the previous technique. -Combination. Identification of common phrases within a merged cluster can yield only a small number of phrases and therefore we cannot use them alone as cluster representative. Thus we can use a combination of the two previous techniques to achieve the desired result.
STC Complexity and Requirements
Suffix tree clustering algorithm has a linear time complexity depending on the size of the document set, which has be clustered. STC can be built incrementally, which means when new documents are added to the document set, they can be directly inserted into the suffix tree without the need to rebuild the tree again.
Clickstream Analysis
Clickstream is a sequence of log records of user responses or requests, which model his movements and activities on the web. The clickstream data is basically collected at two points of the web communication. Web sites themselves maintain logs of the user's activities. The second point is located on the entry point of the user's connection to the internet, which is in most cases the proxy server. The data collected at the proxy server has a higher meaning for the analysis of the user's behaviour because it tracks the user's activities within all web sites.
Data mining techniques can also be applied for clickstream analysis to achieve higher quality [7, 6] . In our work, we have applied our own simplified version of the clickstream analysis algorithm for determining the important documents within a sequence [1] . A top level description of the algorithm is shown on Fig. 2 .
The main goal of this algorithm is to determine the approximate time spent on each page. The algorithm tries to identify groups that belong to a common frameset. This is done by a simple principle: When a page has the same referrer as the previous page in the clickstream and the time difference is less than FRM_TRESHOLD (in our algorithm 5 seconds) we consider the page to be a member of a frameset. Another important issue is the session. By a session we mean a continuous process of searching for information. When two pages in a sequence have a time difference higher than 30 minutes we assume the end of the session. We cannot exactly say how much time the user has spent on the last page in the session because the following record belongs to a different session. In this case we assign such a page a default value (5 minutes).
We have also created a technique to avoid duplicated documents in the analysis document set. For each web page we generate its page digest, which is a short byte sequence that represents the document. If two documents are exactly the same, their page digests will match. Cases of occurrences of duplicates among gathered data will be often, because during web sessions users often return to the previous page. If duplicates would be removed from the analysis document set, our algorithm would identify the topic represented in the duplicated document as more important although it shouldn't. We used MD5 algorithm to generate the page digests and we save them into the document database. Thus, identification of the duplicates becomes easier.
Caching Strategies and Collaboration
Several caching strategies exist and their main goal is to attempt to achieve the highest possible degree of consistency of the web cache. The summary of these strategies is best described in [14] . For the Trillian system, we propose a modified idea of the web cache. Traditional web cache systems maintain only the documents that have already been visited by users. Our approach is to employ an information source behaviour monitor, which discovers update patterns of the web sites. With this knowledge, we can send search agents to pre-fetch pages to the local cache and store them locally even though the users haven't seen them yet. This pre-fetch mechanism will be only applied to those pages that are popular among users or pages explicitly requested by user.
Fig. 2. Top level description of simplified clickstream analysis algorithm
Collaborative filtering [8, 9] is a technique for locating similarity of interests among many users. Let's say the interests of users A and B strongly correlate. Afterwards when a newly discovered page is interesting to user A there is a high probability that user B will also be interested. The page is then recommended to user B as well. There are many methods for building a collaborative framework, e.g. [4, 10, 13] . We can say that Trillian's architecture is ready to be extended for collaboration among users.
Evaluation and Results
As a regular part of a software development process, we tested every module of the intelligent web tool architecture. Our primary interest was whether a specific module meets its requirements and if its performance and results are satisfactory. However, from the scientific point of view, the attention should perhaps be focused more on modules where crucial or novel techniques are implemented. Therefore, in this section we focus on an evaluation of the clustering quality.
Effectiveness of the clustering depends on relevance of the discovered clusters. Quality of clusters (ability to discover distinct topics of interests or group of the documents that correlate) depends on the user's opinion. This is a common problem in many IR tasks. Therefore we need to use a collection of the test data, which has already been evaluated by its authors. A test collection for information retrieval requires three components: 1) a set of documents, 2) a set of queries, and 3) a set of relevance judgments. We can then evaluate our clustering algorithm comparing its results to human categorization of documents in collection.
In our experiments we used three testing collections: Syskill and Webert web page ratings, LISA collection, Reuters-21578 collection. The testing collections, especially Reuters-21578 were too large for our purposes, thus we selected only subsets from them. Our experiments were based on these subsets.
Evaluation Methodology
For evaluation of clustering quality we used a common IR technique sometimes called "merge then cluster". The common approach is to generate a synthetic data set where the "true" clusters are known. This can be done by generating it based on a given cluster model, or, with the latter being more suitable for document clustering, by merging distinct sets of documents into one. The resulting document set is then clustered using different clustering algorithms, and the results are then evaluated given how closely they correspond to the original partition [16] .
For numerical evaluation, we used two basic metrics: The precision factor and pair-wise accuracy. We borrow these metrics and methodology from [16] , because we want to compare our results with his work. Precision Factor. For each identified cluster we find the most frequent topic and consider it as "true" cluster topic. The Precision is afterwards calculated as the number of documents that belong to the "true" cluster divided by the total number of documents inside the cluster. Because not all documents are clustered we also use normalised precision factor, which is a precision factor multiplied by the fraction of documents that were clustered. Pair-Wise Accuracy. Within each cluster we compare pairs of documents inside. We count true positive pairs (documents originally belong to the same group) and false positive pairs (documents were not originally in the same group).
The pair wise accuracy is calculated as follows, cf. also [16] . Let C be a set of clusters, tp(c) and fp(c) be the number of true-positive pairs of documents and the number of false-positive pairs in cluster c of C. Let uncl(C) be the number of unclustered documents in C. We define the pair-wise score of C, PS(C), as:
where the summations are over all the clusters c in C. We use the square roots of tp(c) and fp(c) to avoid over-emphasizing larger clusters, as the number of document pairs in a cluster c is |c| (|c|-1)/2. We subtract the number of unclustered documents, as these documents are misplaced. The maximum pair-wise score of C, maxPS(C), is:
where |c| is the number of documents in cluster c. This is simply the sum of the square roots of the number of document pairs in each cluster. Finally, we define the pair-wise accuracy quality measure of C, PA(C) as:
PA(C) = (PS(C) / maxPS(C) + 1) / 2. Fig. 3 presents results of our variant of the STC using the three mentioned collections. Our results are similar to those reported by [16] who compared six clustering algorithms including his version of the STC. They independently endorse the superiority of the STC, which, together with the k-means algorithm, outperform the other algorithms.
STC Quality

Speed and Space Requirements
Theoretically, STC time and space complexity should be linear. In our experiments we also measured time and memory used during each test. We were interested whether the theoretical assumption will be confirmed. As Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show, the STC meets its theoretical assumptions and is linear depending on size of the document set. The following figures show how number of words in clustered documents relates to the STC processing time and memory requirements. However, in our case the STC has to cluster huge amount of documents. During our experiments we empirically evaluated reasonable number of documents, which our implementation of STC can handle without any memory problems. We have found that in general our STC implementation can handle up to 800 documents (we used 128 MB RAM computer) without bigger problems. This number is not very high, when we imagine number of documents, say, one week of browsing. It depends on the behaviour of the user, but in some cases it can be much higher than 800.
Our implementation of the STC holds the whole suffix tree structure in the memory. Thus when the document set is large, memory gets full and the algorithm suffers, because the processor deals mostly with memory management. Therefore we suggest that STC implementation must create a persistence mechanism for storing parts of suffix tree on disk, when they are not needed. This might allow STC to be used on much bigger document collections. 
Precision of STC algorithm
Phrases
One of the advantages of the suffix tree clustering is the usage of phrases. We were therefore interested how much do phrases contribute to the overall quality of the algorithm. In an experiment, we measured how many of the phrases contain more than one word. Fig. 6 shows percentage of single, double, triple and longer phrases in clusters on average.
As the results show, more than half of the phrases in MPC's were not single worded. This is a very promising fact, because the phrases carry higher information value in IR systems and tell us more about the context of the discovered topic. 
Conclusions
The result of this project is the designed architecture of an intelligent web tool system, which is able to discover the user's information needs (topics of interest) and help him locate from the web documents potentially relevant to his interests.
The main question of this research was: "What is a feasible way of helping users find documents located in the web space that match their interests?" Our answer to this question is the design of the Trillian architecture. We believe that this proposed architecture is good for achieving our main goal: intelligent information retrieval. It is not only designed to analyse the user's interests and help him locate relevant web pages afterwards, but also allows for future enhancements in the form of collaborative filtering or custom caching and the pre-fetching mechanism.
We have identified clustering of web documents as an appropriate way of analysing the user's information needs (profile discovery). We have evaluated the feasibility of the suffix tree clustering algorithm for web tool purposes and we consider it very useful for this purpose. However, some future enhancements have to be done for the improvement of space requirements and speed. We have also identified the clickstream analysis as an important part of whole the analysis process. Clickstream data can significantly improve the system's knowledge of the user's profile. We have proposed a simplified version of the analysis algorithm, but we consider a possible employment of more advanced algorithms, such as data mining techniques or artificial neural networks, to be viable alternatives, too.
The browsing behaviour of users and the activity of search agents update the document database. Search agents are designed to discover the relevant web documents on the internet based on the discovered user profiles. We believe this is the proper method for helping the user to locate documents related to his interests. 
